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ABSTRACT
It is well known that this soiling can reduce the generation efficiency in PV system. In some case
according to the literature of loss of energy production in photovoltaic systems can reach up to
50%. In the industry there are various types of cleaning robots, they can substitute the human
action, reducing cleaning cost, be used in places where access is difficult, and increasing
significantly the gain of the systems. In this paper we present an application of computer vision
method for soiling recognition in photovoltaic modules for autonomous cleaning robots. Our
method extends classic CV algorithm such Region Growing and the Hough. Additionally, we
adopt a pre-processing technique based on Top Hat and Edge detection filters. We have
performed a set of experiments to test and validate this method. The article concludes that the
developed method can bring more intelligence to photovoltaic cleaning robots.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Photovoltaic (PV) solar energy is one of the best options to meet future energy demand, and a
more sustainable future, since it is superior in terms of availability, cost effectiveness,
accessibility, capacity, and efficiency compared to other renewable energy sources [1]. The
market of PV solar energy is in constant growing [2], however after the installation of the
generator PV system, due to climate events and region [3], it is common the presence of dust and
soiling covering the panels. It is well known that this soiling can reduce the generation efficiency
in PV system. In [4] show that average deduction in power output is different varying from region
to region, for example from an increase scale, power output reduces in USA 1– 4.7%, Egypt 33–
65%, Saudi 40% and in Kuwait round 65%. This information show that the efficiency can be
impacted in various levels, and in some cases, if there is a large soiling deposit, the lost can
achieve more than 50% of the production when the PV solar panel is not clean. In the industry
there are various types of cleaning robots, they can substitute the human action, achieving
difficult regions and increasing significantly the gain of the systems. These robots are positioned
in the regions for the clean, or send to the direct position, but they don’t have a central decision
with embedded logic.
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Robotic platforms can be combined with embedded algorithms, using Internet of Things (IoT) it
and artificial intelligence algorithms, like computer vision techniques or convolutional neural
networks. That are a various mode of operation like visual inspection [5,6], infrared
thermography [7, 8, 9] for hot spots detection and operation of the PV plants and
Electroluminescence (EL), method capable of detected beyond soiling and achieve damage
detection, but requires detailed analysis of each solar panel cell. In the work [10] provides a
probabilistic methodology for identifying various types of damage for solar cells. The author
utilizes Support Vector Machines (SVMs) techniques and Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
for the data analysis, and conclude that SVM methodology requires less processing effort than
CNN, but CNN achieves better results. For [10] it is feasible embedded the software in tablet
computer or drones, however there is still challenges outside of a manufacturing setting. In the
market is showed a large variety of this robots, classified in operational and maintenance [11,12],
climbing robots, and aerial monitoring. For the monitoring it is more common the use of satellite
images, images acquired by drone, or even a local fixed monitoring. It is also common to see
operational cleaning robots with a rigid sustentation structure and a rotating brush.
Operational and maintenance using ground robots is another inspection alternative for monitoring
installations PV generator. Nowadays, significant effort has already been made in several fields,
they have been made for support to human process, being at levels of autonomous [13]. Two
categories can be highlighted, the defect detection and the cleaning process [14], instead of spend
time from collaborators of a plant to clean the installation, it is even more practice to use the robot
mechanism. The defects from a panel can vary, being superficial or deeper inside the panel. These
defects associated with shadowing and soiling can be a focal source of problem [15]. Early
warning of these failure conditions enables to find appropriate solutions to improve efficiency,
while enhancing the PV system economics and reducing the human labour cost.
Technologies for plant monitoring can be classified in two groups: invasive and non-invasive.
Invasive technology uses the module information, electrical like current and voltage or even the
temperature. This information is used to find a fault condition. This way there are methods based
in the AC condition [16], Predictive control [17], Bayesian Networks [18], and comparation
methods [19, 20].Cartesians robots make linear motion in direction of three axes X, Y and Z [21].
The developed robot is a simple cartesian. Its main goal is to move in the horizontal and then
vertical path. The start is the horizontal movement in the string of panels. After achieving the
right PV panel previous selected, it is started the cleaning system. Cleaning system is responsible
for making the PV panels clean, it is performed for a region that has a brush, fixed in the rigid
structure, but with vertical moving freedom. While the vertical is executed, there is a water flow
coming to the panel via a hydraulic system. Then, the brush starts to rotate in order to remove the
soiling from the panel. The implemented robot is showed in the Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Cartesian robot developed

The robot also has a control system, monitoring the climate variables like irradiation, temperature
and humidity. It is proposed to join an algorithm for image soiling recognition, the system is
expected to be more efficient and autonomous.
The development of cleaning techniques is made more essential every day. Computer vision is in
the focus of the state-of-the-art techniques that make analysing the existence of dirtiness and
decides the right moment to clean. These techniques are used with the goal to determine the
particle size as presented in [22], and even the clearness type in various ways like the study of
electrical characteristics as presented in [23], or by analysing the existence of dirtiness and the
right moment to clean as showed by [6]. Another example is about the dirtiness classification as
showed by [24], and with histogram analysis as presented in [25].
The author in [6] work promotes the dirtiness recognition making use of Mahalanobis calculus
and sets a threshold value for accepted loses in the system in order to generate a date clean
indicator with the correct date to make the cleaning operation. The system in question has a little
brush and vacuum to clean the PV solar panels. The author in [24], classifies various dirtiness
types based on each pattern achieved in its covered area surface as snow, bird drop, crack, etc.
The author in [25] verifies the covered area over a surface using one dirtiness type and analysing
the area percentage covered. From this step the histograms are taken for analysis in the image
pixels variation, they present that a heavy dusty deposition can generate a thin peak in high
amplitudes for the histogram.
This work proposes a new algorithm for the cleaning panels that can be used embedded in an
autonomous robot for cleaning installation of solar panels. The article is divided as follows: in
section 1 is presented in the introduction, in section 2 is presented concepts and technique of
image processing used, in section 3 is presented the strategy of implementation of the algorithm
developed to identify the types of dirt present in PV panels, section 4 shows the experiments and
results and in section 5 a conclusion of the work is presented.
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2. IMAGE PROCESSING CONCEPTS
2.1. Segmentation
The segmentation principle was first introduced in the early 20th century by psychologists Khler,
Wertheimer and Koffka, which showed that the human vision performs groupings based on the
similarity and continuity of the captured images. These groupings were the motivation of
segmentation studies that extended the concept computationally. Search algorithms used to find
edges, textures, patterns or differences, for example, in the cases of cancer recognition in the
medical area. In this work we use the Gonzales taxonomy [26] which classifies the methods in
three major areas: Thresholding, edge detection and Region-based detection. It can be said
mathematically that the constitution methods segmentation follows:

Being
divisions performed in the image and R the complete image given by region
summation. The same inference can be made by edges which give us the main edge as the result
obtained by summation of minor edges

2.2. Thresholding
This process consists in the object segmentation based on intensity levels, taking all pixels
belonging to a level as a distinct object. In other words, the segmented region is classified if it
belongs to a certain region level, it can be said mathematically as follows:
If

Where

the selected is object and

are the thresholding values.

The most intuitive method is based on manual tries and observations of results and can also be
reached by making use of histograms. The histogram shows the number of pixels present in the
image for each intensity light level, so that for a distinct image with homogeneous and distinct
background it is presented a bimodal histogram with a valley. The regions can be separated in
background and front, which have distinct intensity levels separated by the valley.
In this way it is possible to perform the selections based on the histogram valleys, first coming
from the valley analysis and following by spacing the valley with Otsu’s method, which insure
the maximum variance.

2.3. Edge Segmentation
The edge segmentation methods occur where there is an abrupt grey level variation. Once the
process is done, it is necessary to fill the area between these points. The process that performs this
task is called linking algorithm and uses more complex math to achieve its goal. When the
intensity varies abruptly, the algorithm uses differential operators to make the detection, given
that in one discontinuity the differential value skyrockets. The gradient method can be showed
mathematically as:
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The module and direction by:

Linking Algorithms: The linking algorithms can produce vectorial contours by highlight the
edges, that is, first an algorithm for abrupt detection is used and each abrupt detection is made and
highlighted. Knowing that images can have noise, it is not common to achieve perfect edge
detection, but reasonable results can be obtained. Then the linking methods are applied in order to
fill the discontinuities in those edges. The most known methods are the Hough transform and the
path finding graph.
Local Processing: One of the simplest approaches for linking edges points is to analyse the
characteristics of pixels in a small neighbourhood and select all points that are similar according
to a set of predefined criteria. In a gray scale, we can say that objects can only belong to a same
type if they are presented in the same range of gray level criteria. The edge is found by the
difference in the values of pixels (threshold), if the mean value from the levels in this edge
doesn’t differ too much amongst themselves, the code finds the edge. It can be said
mathematically as follows:

The difference between a point and its neighbor needs to be smaller than a predefined value. This
calculation is made in a small neighborhood with connectivity 3x3, 5x5 or other by the analyst
choice.
A good point to add is the possibility to reduce computational cost by changing the coordinate
system with acquisition of a gradient angle to a vectorized system.
The Hough method is used in order to achieve specific contours inside the image, as a straight,
circle or ellipse, and make the coordinate system polynomial, in order to achieve the form that
better adapts to the region.
The pathfinding graph method is in general more complicated, with more processing time, but
with better results in a noisy ambient. The method consists in the choice of graphs with the
smaller computational cost, by testing all the viable paths as every graph is a combination of
vertices and arcs.
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2.4. Region Segmentation
While thresholding and edge detection find differences between pixels, the region segmentation is
more focused in the similarities in the regions.
The Region Growing technique is the most well-known approach and is the major tool in many
publications in the state of the art [26]. Its proposal is to joint pixels with the same characteristics,
as intensity gray level, texture, color, etc.
It can be consisted as the mean calculation of every pixel in the image considering each pixel in
the same neighborhood and going forward with the actualization of this calculus.
The main goal is to verify which pixels have the same mean expected, that is, the difference
between the pixel intensity and the mean neighborhood must be less than a critical value, called
threshold. This is made by grouping the same tons of color, but the process can be made with
other specifications.
The output mask is made by marking the points which are in the same region, which is then
applied in the selected image. The mask composes the Region of Interest (ROI), the main goal
from region segmentation algorithm

3. IMPLEMENTATION
3.1. Uniform Dirtiness
The objective of this method is to expand small regions of pixels into bigger ones. The focus was
in the region covered by one type of dirtiness. This approach tries to achieve a worst-case
scenario in uniform deposition occurring by time in PV panels. First there are a set of seeds that
search for a common characteristic, in this case scale gray level. The pixels which have the same
tons are grouped together making the ROI.
We created an image database (Figure 2) varying the wet sand applicated over a photovoltaic
solar panel in the horizontal position on the ground so the sand wouldn’t slide. We repeated this
process until obtaining a scale of dirtiness, as if it was achieved through a long period of time
with real dirtiness exposure. Considering the color of the ground having gray level intensity
similar to the dirtiness over the panel (both brown), the method considered just the intensity from
dirtiness (lighter brown). Seeds were thrown and grew over the dirtiness making a direct
identifying.
It was made a pre-processing using the median filter of size 3x3, which doesn’t influence the edge
detection, but uniformizes the inside of the regions increasing the precision of segmentation.
The first analysis is performed with the application of region growing algorithm, where is
obtained a “mask”, the region of interest to be used in the original image.
There was a need to create a double matrix for the image and the method was applied by channel,
that is, Red, Green and Blue (RGB). In this way, every layer from the image could be
concatenated, generating three histograms to be analyzed at chapter Tests.
The histogram is taken by the grown dirtiness, so with more dirtiness the mask gets amplified,
letting more dirtiness in the mask and thus, increases the histograms. It can be verified that with
more dirtiness, the amplitude of the channels on the histograms will be higher.
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Mathematically we developed this approach in order to calculate the extension of dirtiness:

Figure 2: Image database example

3.2. Non-Uniform
Considering the non-uniform dirtiness distribution over the photovoltaic solar panel, we applied
more wet sand, threw more water and some stones, representing the worst non-uniform scenario.
Once again, we use sand as the dirtiness type and we analyze the recognition of the covered area.
For this method the region growing technique had difficulties, because the growing stops when
another region is achieved. Just throwing a seed in the center does not guarantee success as in the
first method. Beside this, the ground is like the dirtiness, taking this information we used the data
corresponding to the layers RGB. As expected, the brown color is composed by a major parcel of
the red color, showing more contrast with the blue from the panel as presented by Figure 3.

Figure 3: RGB separation layers, non-uniform dirtiness

For this new method, the red layer was used, like before. In the image we initialize some seeds,
these seeds grew up and returned the regions. We sorted the regions and took the predominant
two areas. These two regions are analyzed in the section 4.2.
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3.3. Punctual Dirtiness
In some residential areas especially, there are quite a few quantities of heavy particles in the air. It
is common for solar panel to be afflicted by bird dropping, or the amount caused by time stacked
with hard attraction in the particles making some types of circular draws as showed by Figure 4, a
real photovoltaic solar panel dirty by the time.
For localization of these punctual dirtiness we propose the Hough algorithm, which performs a
calculation in neighborhood pixels looking for a ratio that constitutes a fill circle. If this ratio
exists the method highlights the region, finding the circular area. If the ratio is not found, the next
pixel is analyzed.

Figure 4: PV Panel dirty by the time

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
4.1. Applications for photovoltaic solar panels with uniform dirtiness
In this section we discuss the results of the application showed before about uniform dirtiness.
We did those tests by applying the region growing algorithm in three scaled images, as presented
by Figure 5. The first panel 5(a) is the higher level of dirtiness of this experiment, the second
panel 5(b) is a medium level of dirtiness and the third panel 5(c) is the smaller level of dirtiness.
In Figure 6 we show the masks already applied in real dirtiness, obtained in sequence
6(a),6(b),6(c) for the Figure 5. We also have, in Figure 7, Figure 8 and Figure 9 the histograms
and means analysis. We can see that there is a strong correlation between dirtiness and histograms
amplitudes and means. This way, we can demonstrate the identification of uniform dirtiness in
PV panels.
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Figure 5: Levels of dirtiness

Figure 6: Masks obtained

Figure 7: First panel - high level of dirtiness

Figure 8: Second panel - medium level of dirtiness
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Figure 9: Third panel - smaller level of dirtiness

4.2. Applications for photovoltaic solar panels with non-uniform dirtiness
In this section we discuss the results of the application showed in 3.2. We throw the seeds and
achieve the number of the regions, then we take the first two in size. The result is presented by
Figure 11. As the dirtiness follows no rules, we obtained a percentage of dirtiness over the panel,
knowing the size of the image as 346.860 pixels, 130.628 is the amount correspondent to the solar
panel (the mask 1). The image size of 346,860 pixels was useful for using a mask to recognize the
panel boundary as shown in Figure 10. By applying the two major areas found by the growth of
the seeds, we have the same windows with 346.860 pixels, but covering just the dirtiness mask of
49.102 pixels. It can be verified that the dirtiness is responsible for at least 37% over the PV
panel.

Figure 10: Selection of PV panel size
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Figure 11: Selection of two major regions in PV panel

4.3. Applications for photovoltaic solar panels with punctual dirtiness
In this section we discuss the results of the application showed in section 3.3. We used the Hough
method for a real dirtiness in a PV panel caused by deposition during time, the PV panel is
presented by Figure 12 in the left and the Hough application in the right side. We can see that the
algorithm returns a reasonable amount of dirtiness given by its resolution. In this case we’ve used
0.9 for sensibility to find the brighter points, because the dirtiness is most predominant in white
case scenario.

Figure 12: Dirty panel by time (a) and Hough detection method (0.9 precision) (b)
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4.4. Search for false positives: Application in clean solar panel
In order to verify the precision from the methods and find false positives, we also applied them
for clean panels. The first result is presented by Figure 13, where the region grew around one cell
stopping at their boundaries. We had the mean around 0.24, this value can be considered as the
inferior limit start for dirtiness detection, above that the panel can be considered dirty as showed
by Figure 14. The result of applying the method of region growth in a clean module is shown in
Figure 14

Figure 13: Clean solar panel (a), mask(b) and region selected (c)

In the application of region growing using multiple seeds there is an interesting experimental
effect. The growing assumed the PV panel and beyond indicating there are no differences over
the PV panel (it detects only one region), so the panel is taken as clean.

Figure 14: Region growing applied

The Hough method shows some false positives given by cell wiring and the reflect in the clean
panel, we can see the result in Figure 15, where Figure 15 (a) is the clean panel and Figure 15 (a)
is the clean panel and Figure 15 (b) the result of method application.
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Figure 15: Hough method applied at clean solar panel

For the improving results we disaggregate the issues in two steps: Reflective resolution and edges
resolution. The Reflective issue was solved by applying the TopHat filter which smooths the
background but maintains the front of the image. Figure 16 indicates the reflective problem
Figure 16(a) and the effect of TopHat application Figure 16(b).

Figure 16: Reflective issue

For the edge detection we use two simple matrices and a simple local processing enlace in order
to recognize the edges. The filters used for the convolution process of edge detection follows the
already explained theory and they are given by:

The results are presented in the Figure 17, at the right with vertical edges and at left with the
horizontal edges. The black and white image shows the direct application Figure 17(a,c) of the
filters and the red highlighted images show the filter already enlaced Figure 17(b,d).
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Figure 17: Edge search (a,c) and enlaced edges (b,d)

At the end of the processing we achieve satisfying results as presented by Figure 18, where for
the same sensibility with value 0.9, the dirtiness in the left panel was presented and the clean
panel in the right didn’t showed a relevant measure, only noise values

Figure 18: Corrected Hough algorithm applied. dirty panel by the time (c), clean panel (d)

5. CONCLUSIONS
The proposal of the application of region growing brought better results in uniform dirtiness
selecting almost the totality of the dirty. The second method offers an approximated value for the
covering in the PV panel, at least with a specific value given by the calculation of the occupied
area with two major areas by grown dirtiness. The third method is more applied for punctual
dirtiness and gave us good results, identifying even the smallest particles as we set the precision
for the procedure, varying with the precision set for critical loss set.
We conclude that there is a large area for studying and development for this new global demand
of decreasing losses and increasing generation in the PV solar energy generation area. This work
also proposes a method for an autonomous robot identify types of dirtiness and perform the
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adequate cleaning in the set panel. Achieving more efficiency in the cleaning methodology and
reducing costs for solar panel installations. The algorithm developed can provide and give more
intelligence to the cleaning robots decision system. Including even selecting the appropriate type
of cleaning according to the type of dirt. The developed algorithm was patented in Brazil by INPI
(National Institute of Intellectual Property) with the code BR5120190003098.
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